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Abstract
Background Based on the cases collected in eight hospitals in Shanghai in recent three years, causes of
medical disputes in Shanghai and in�uence factors of medical dispute levels were explored, and targeted
suggestions were put forward.

Methods Multistage sampling were used to collect 561 cases of medical disputes occurred in two Tertiary
hospitals, two Secondary hospitals and four primary hospitals. The causes of medical disputes were
analyzed by descriptive statistics and the factors affecting medical dispute were analyzed by means of
one-way ANOVA and Logistic regression analysis.

Results Factors of doctor and patient are involved in the causes of medical disputes, with 87.1% disputes
related to doctors and 13.9% related to patients. The doctor’s factors include lack of communication
(28.82%), low technical level (16.91%), lack of sense of responsibility (8.86%), defective case records
(6.92%), imperfect operation (6.44%), inadequate experience (6.44%), inadequate condition evaluation
(5.8%), irregular management process (4.03%), violation of diagnosis and treatment regulation (4.03%),
misdiagnosis and mistreatment (3.54%), belated diagnosis and treatment (2.58%), postoperative
complications (2.42%), equipment problems (1.13%), missed diagnosis (0.81%), poor condition
monitoring (0.48%), unreasonable charge (0.48%) and poor service attitude (0.32%). The patient's factors
include misunderstanding of medical behavior (43.48%), high expectation of prognosis (25%), bad
attitude (13.04%), inadequate medical knowledge (7.61%), disturbance (6.52%), poor compliance (3.62%)
and mistrust (1.09%). Among all medical disputes, there are 406 cases of level-4 medical disputes (78%),
95 cases of level-3 medical disputes (18%), 19 cases of level-2 medical disputes (4%), and no level-1
medical dispute. Meanwhile, the classi�cation of diseases, treatment effect, doctors' violation of
diagnosis and treatment regulation, and low technical level are the reasons for the level differences in
medical disputes.

Conclusions Factors of doctor in medical disputes in Shanghai mainly include inadequate
communication and low technical level while the patient’s factors mainly contain misunderstanding of
medical behavior and high expectation of the prognosis. Level-3 and 4 medical disputes take up the
major part in all medical disputes. The classi�cation of diseases, treatment effect, doctors' violation of
diagnosis and treatment regulation, and doctor’s de�cient technical level are high-risk factors requiring
critical attention in medical disputes.

1 Introduction
Doctor-patient relationship is the core of medical interpersonal relationship and crucial to health-care
delivery. It is regarded as the interaction between a care provider and a care user[1]. Medical disputes
generally refer to dissent between patients or their families and medical care providers on medical results
and reasons causing such results[2]. The doctor-patient relationship is generally harmonious in
developed countries such as Britain and the United States as these countries own relatively
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comprehensive legal system and medical insurance system. However, there are still a high proportion of
con�icts in medical institutions. Health professionals in the UK, especially general practitioners (GPs), are
consistently at risk of work place violence, with around 10–11% of GPs reportedly experiencing assault,
5% threats with a weapon, and 25–59% verbal abuse. In addition, 63.7% of sampled Australian GPs had
experienced some violence at work[3]. In 2005, a survey by Michigan Medicine on workplace violence
targeted on emergency physicians revealed that 74.9% of physicians suffered verbal threats at least once
a year, and 28.1% of physicians suffered physical violence within a year[4]; In developing countries and
countries undergoing social transformation, survey on health department staff showed that more than
half of the medical staff had experienced physical or psychological violence for at least one time[5]. Such
facts indicate that con�ict between doctor and patient has become a global issue[6].

In China, the number of medical disputes surges since the beginning of the 21st century due to the
mismatch of supply and demand in health services and patients’ rising awareness of rights as well as
imperfect legal system[7]. Since the implementation of Medical Malpractice Management Regulation in
September 2002, medical disputes have increased by an annual rate of 22.9%[8], and even as high as
40% in some regions[9]. There have been many vicious killings targeted on doctors[10]. According to data
released by National Health Commission of China, the number of outpatients in medical institutions
nationwide was 73 million in 2015, of which about 70,000 people ended in medical disputes. In 2017,
there were 12,734 cases of medical dispute, which decreased slightly to 12,249 in 2018 and bounced
back to 18,112 in 2019[11]. In recent years, medical disputes caused by medical negligence are rising
year by year. More remarkably, the cause is shifting from medical negligence to non-medical negligence.
It becomes more di�cult to predict and handle the disputes and the amount of compensation is getting
higher and higher, resulting in a general mistrust crisis between doctors and patients[12]. The disharmony
between doctors and patients should not merely be a simple medical issue but a social focus that needs
keen concern[13].

Medical disputes must be greatly emphasized on as they damage medical practice environment and are
not conducive to protecting patients' life and health and are discordant with the construction of
harmonious society. Studying the in�uence factors of medical disputes to prevent and control disputes
will help hospitals maintain stable operation, reduce expenditure, improve work e�ciency and economic
bene�ts, and alleviate medical personnel’s fear and anxiety on medical disputes to arouse their
enthusiasm and creativity. Therefore, we must strengthen research on medical disputes in order to
discover the potential or existing risks in medical services in time, provide basis for pre-control of medical
risks, ensure sound operation of hospitals, maintain common interests between doctors and patients and
improve the quality of medical services. Deepening the research on doctor-patient relationship can
prevent con�icts and reduce possible negative consequences in the short term, and strengthen
humanistic care and create a harmonious environment in the long term.

As an international �nancial center, Shanghai is one of the cities with the richest medical resources in
China, with its number of medical disputes increasing at an annual rate of 11%[14]. Domestic scholars
mainly study doctor-patient relationship in four aspects, namely doctor-patient relationship research from
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the perspective of different disciplines, research on the nature of doctor-patient relationship, investigation
of doctor-patient relationship, research on in�uence factors of doctor-patient relationship, and research
on countermeasures for building harmonious doctor-patient relationship. Foreign scholars, on the other
hand, concentrate on discussing the modes of doctor-patient relationship[15]. Innovation of this paper is
that taking hospital management as the cut-in point and based on the perspectives of doctors, patients
and diseases, 561 cases of medical disputes occurred in Shanghai in recent three years were extracted by
multistage sampling. High-risk factors of disputes were analyzed and the correlation test on in�uence
factors that would further escalate medical disputes was undertaken. It will provide a basis for hospitals
in Shanghai to prevent medical disputes and lay a foundation for further establishment of early
intervention indicators for medical disputes.

2 Methods

2.1 Subjects
561 medical disputes occurred in two Class A Tertiary hospitals, two Class A Secondary hospitals and
four community hospitals in Shanghai in recent three years were collected via multistage sampling,
among which 41 cases were removed due to incomplete information and 520 cases with complete
information were �nally included. The pass rate was 92.69%.

2.2 Research measures
The research group had developed the Questionnaire on Medical Dispute Case Analysis [16] in early stage,
which was divided into 6 dimensions and 23 items, including demographic indicators (6 items), medical
factors (4 items), patient factors (2 items), disease factors (4 items), communication factors (2 items)
and dispute handling factors (5 items).

2.3 Procedures
Retrospective analysis was performed on cases respectively and documents were processed. Before the
investigation, hospital president in charge of medical disputes were requested to coordinate and the
questionnaires were �lled in by trained investigators uniformly. During the process, questions were
answered in time to guarantee the authenticity and effectiveness of the investigation. Questionnaires
were collected and checked upon interviewees �nishing the survey. Interviewees were asked to complete
the questionnaire if there was any omission. Data collected in the questionnaire was recorded into Excel
and processed by SPSS then.

3 Results And Analysis

3.1 In�uence Factors of Medical Disputes

3.1.1 Factors of doctor
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The doctor’s factors mainly included insu�cient communication, low technical level, lack of sense of
responsibility, defective case records, imperfect operation, inadequate experience, inadequate condition
evaluation, irregular management process, violation of diagnosis and treatment regulation, misdiagnosis
and mistreatment, belated diagnosis and treatment, and postoperative complications (see Table 1).

As is shown in Table 1, the main reasons for hospitals in medical disputes contained insu�cient
communication, low technical level, lack of sense of responsibility, defective case records, imperfect
operation, insu�cient experience, and inadequate condition evaluation. Lack of communication and low
technical level summed up 45.73% of the in�uence factors in medical disputes, which should be the
priority to be handled to alleviate contradiction between doctors and patients.

3.1.2 Factors of patient
The patient's factors mainly included misunderstanding of medical behavior, high expectation for
prognosis, mistrust, and patient’s speech threatening doctor. There were 40 cases where patients
misunderstood medical behavior, accounting for 24.7%; 23 cases with high expectation of disease
prognosis, accounting for 13.3%; 1 case of mistrust in doctors, accounting for 0.6%; 6 cases of
disturbance, accounting for 3.8%; and 5 cases of patient’s speech threatening doctor, accounting for
3.16% (see Table 2).

From Table 2, it can be seen that misunderstanding of medical behavior and high expectation for
prognosis took up 68.48% and were the main reasons for medical disputes.

3.1.3 Factors of disease
Factors of disease mainly included disease classi�cation and the treatment effect. Diseases were divided
into four categories in line with the principle of case classi�cation[16]. namely, simple general cases,
simple emergent cases, complex intractable cases and complex critical cases.

From the perspective of disease classi�cation, 300 cases were simple general cases, which occupied
57.69%; 47 were simple emergent cases, which occupied 9.04%; 115 were complex intractable cases,
which occupied 22.12%; and 58 were complex critical cases, which occupied 11.15% (see Table 3).
Simple general cases took up 57.69% and possessed highest proportion in medical disputes.

From the perspective of treatment effect, 69 cases causing medical disputes were clinically cured cases,
which accounted for 20.25%; 148 were remission cases, which accounted for 21.52%; 152 were
aggravation cases, which accounted for 24.68%; 151 were death cases and accounted for 33.54% (see
Table 3). The proportion of medical disputes caused by patient’s death was the highest, owning 33.54%.

3.2 Analysis on In�uence Factors of Medical Dispute Level

3.2.1 Medical dispute level
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Medical disputes are classi�ed into four levels: level-4 medical disputes with compensation below
100,000 RMB, level-3 medical disputes with compensation between 100,000 and 500,000 RMB, level-2
medical disputes with compensation between 500,000 and one million RMB, and level-1 medical disputes
with compensation above one million RMB[17]. Among the 520 cases of medical disputes sampled by
multistage sampling, 406 cases belonged to level-4 medical disputes, which were 78%; 95 cases were
level-3 medical disputes and took up 18%; 19 cases were level-2 medical disputes and accounted for 4%.
And there were no level-1 medical dispute. Most of the medical disputes happened in Shanghai were
level-3 and level-4 medical disputes and were controllable.

3.2.2 One-way ANOVA on in�uence factors of medical
disputes
Taking disease factors, factors of doctor and factors of patient as independent variables and dispute
levels as dependent variables, non-parametric one-way ANOVA in SPASS was performed in analyzing
levels of medical dispute. Results were then substituted into multiple Logistic regression model to get the
indicators of high-risk factors of medical disputes.

Disease factors included disease classi�cation and treatment effect. Factors of doctor included the
doctor's professional title, working years, quali�cations, violation of diagnosis and treatment regulation,
misdiagnosis and mistreatment, belated diagnosis and treatment, imperfect operation, insu�cient
condition evaluation, low technical level, inadequate experience, defective case records, etc. Factors of
patient included the patient's gender, age, native place, misunderstanding of medical behavior, high
expectation of prognosis, bad attitude, inadequate medical knowledge, poor compliance, mistrust and
disturbance. The patient's native place (χ2 = 12.60, P = 0.002), disease classi�cation (χ2 = 55.861, P = 
0.000), treatment effect (χ2 = 80.744, P = 0.000), doctor's professional title (χ2 = 9.061, P = 0.011),
violation of diagnosis and treatment regulation (χ2 = 66.956,P = 0.000), belated diagnosis and treatment
(χ2 = 16.123, P = 0.000), insu�cient condition evaluation (χ2 = 19.101, P = 0.000), inadequate experience
(χ2 = 50.838, P = 0.000), low technical level (χ2 = 14.916, P = 0.001) and defective case records (χ2 = 
12.950, P = 0.002) were veri�ed by Kruskal-Wallis H test and the difference was statistically signi�cant.

3.2.3 Logistic Regression Analysis of Medical Dispute Level
The above one-way ANOVA results indicated that the patient's native place, disease classi�cation,
treatment effect, doctor's professional title, violation of diagnosis and treatment regulation, belated
diagnosis and treatment, insu�cient condition evaluation, inadequate experience, low technical level and
defective case record were related to the level of medical dispute. The above results of non-parametric
one-way ANOVA were substituted into multiple Logistic regression equation, and the signi�cance level
was 0.05. The following results are obtained (see Table 4).

We can see from Table 4 that the classi�cation of diseases, the treatment effect, doctor's violation of
diagnosis and treatment regulation, and low technical level were the reasons for level differences in
medical disputes.
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4 Discussion

4.1 In�uence of doctor and implications

4.1.1 Enhance professional training and improve clinical
skills
The medical disputes caused by doctors' de�cient clinical practice (such as misdiagnosis and
mistreatment, belated diagnosis and treatment, imperfect operation, inadequate condition evaluation, low
technical level and insu�cient experience) accounted for 36% of the total medical disputes. This is
because young doctors are lack of standardized professional training and have de�cient clinical practice,
which lead to the decline of service quality[18]. Therefore, it is necessary for hospital to improve
regulations and rules concerning the clinical diagnosis and treatment, actively launch standardized
clinical pathway, carry out professional skills training specially for young doctors, and advance clinical
practice of young doctors in order to decrease medical disputes.

4.1.2 Improve communication skills and create a
harmonious environment
Medical disputes caused by insu�cient communication took up 26.25% of the total medical disputes.
Good communication serves as cornerstone for medical service as effective communication can improve
health outcomes, patients' satisfaction, patients’ understanding of treatment and compliance. Cultivation
of effective communication skills is an important part to be a good doctor[19]. Communication is a
technical problem requiring different skills at different stages of diagnosis and treatment. Hence medical
service providers should strive to master good communication skills and hospital administrators should
emphasize the importance of communication skills and formulate various methods to propel skills
learning. They should ensure appropriate and effective training opportunities are offered for the staff to
develop and improve their communication skills in order to promote sound interaction between doctors
and patients. To bridge the gap between doctor and patient due to the professionalism of medicine, it is
crucial to strengthen continuous education and training for medical personnel and improve their
communication skills[20].

4.1.3 Establish quality control mechanism for case record
and improve record writing
The medical disputes caused by the quality of case records occupied 6.3% of the total medical disputes.
Quality control on case record is an important feedforward control measure in medical quality
management. Hospital administrative departments should formulate strict case record quality control
system, implement three-level quality monitoring of case records, reinforce supervision and management
of the medical treatment coversheet, enforce terminal case record review, conduct random checks on
case records from departments prone to medical disputes from time to time, and enhance young doctors'
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attention to case record writing so as to elevate medical service quality, improve medical record writing
and reduce the occurrence of medical disputes due to case record writing[21].

4.2 In�uence of patient and implications
Medical disputes caused by misunderstanding of medical behavior and high expectation of prognosis
accounted for 68.48% of the patient’s factors. Trust is regarded as the cornerstone of doctor-patient
relationship in the world of medicine and a thermometer to measure the harmony between doctor and
patient. Patients who have con�dence in doctors generally have healthier behaviors, fewer symptoms,
higher similar quality and more satisfactory treatment[22]. Doctor-patient trust is a type of social trust
formed during medical activities. The imperfect market-oriented reform of medical system is the
institutional root for the mistrust crisis, which aggravates the gap between doctors and patients, and
makes patients who are in a relatively inferior position distrust medical personnel further. To protect their
own rights and interests, patients have to question medical behavior at all stages of the medical process,
thus impeding development of doctor-patient trust[23]. Meanwhile, China is at the period of social
transformation with the trust model changing from the "acquaintance circle" to institution-based trust
model. Imperfect medical system reform has also intensi�ed the mistrust between doctors and
patients[24]. Medicine is a highly specialized subject. There is a serious information asymmetry between
doctors and patients, and patients often lack enough medical knowledge. In addition, the mistrust
between doctors and patients inevitably leads to misunderstanding of reasonable medical behavior.
People’s health awareness is gradually rising and medical technology is developing rapidly as the society
develops, therefore patients' expectations for treatment effect also get higher and higher. However, due to
the limitations of medical technology, it is unavoidable that patients' expectations may not match the
actual treatment effect[25]., which will very likely end up in medical disputes. Though patients prevail in
this kind of game, it is a negative sum game that will ultimately harm the interests of patients.

Therefore, patients should recognize the limitations of medicine and understand that disease is the
common enemy of doctors and patients. They should trust doctors fully and actively discuss treatment
decisions with doctors to jointly �ght against disease[26]. Doctors should fully explain the treatment plan
and communicate with patients to reduce their misunderstanding of reasonable medical behavior.
Possible risks during treatment should be emphasized and patients' expectations should be controlled at
a reasonable level.

4.3 In�uence of disease management and implications
The classi�cation of diseases and treatment effect are the reasons for the differences in medical dispute
levels. Curing diseases and saving life are primary tasks of the hospital while restoring health is patients’
ultimate expectation to the hospital[14]. When the disease’s treatment effect is not ideal enough and the
patients do not know limitations of medicine, it is very likely that patients will oppose doctor's treatment
plan and lead to medical disputes, even with an escalation of con�icts sometimes. Therefore, doctors
should attach great importance to the rescue quality of critically ill patients, treat patients in strict
accordance with clinical pathways, improve the treatment effect of diseases, and inform prognosis of the
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disease in time; For some critically ill patients, the hospital should establish a rapid and standardized
referral mechanism, and arrange referrals in time to protect patients' life and health.

5 Conclusion
The doctor’s factors for medical disputes in Shanghai mainly include professional title, violation of
diagnosis and treatment regulation, misdiagnosis and mistreatment, belated diagnosis and treatment,
imperfect operation, insu�cient condition evaluation, low technical level, lack of experience and defective
case records, etc.; The patient's factors are misunderstanding of medical behavior and high expectation
for the prognosis; Disease’s factors contain disease classi�cation and the treatment effect. Among them,
the classi�cation of diseases, treatment effect, doctors' violation of diagnosis and treatment regulation,
and doctors' low technical level are the reasons for the differences in medical dispute levels and belong
to the high-risk factors worthy of close attention. While strengthening training of clinical skills and
communication skills, hospitals should also establish a quality control mechanism for case record and
construct a rapid and standardized hospital referral mechanism; Patients should actively cooperate with
doctors in the treatment and doctors should fully explain to and communicate with patients to alleviate
their misunderstanding of reasonable medical behavior and control patients' expectations within a
reasonable range. Doctors should attach great importance to the rescue quality of critically ill patients,
and inform patients of prognosis in time to prevent medical disputes and deterioration. As comrades in
the same ally in front of disease, doctor and patient should cooperate with each other and encourage
each other to jointly �ght against disease[27].

6 Limitations
Due to limitation of time and resources, our research is limited to Shanghai and only eight medical
institutions are sampled via multistage sampling. The research results can’t be extended to Shanghai and
even the whole country owing to small sample size. We need to conduct a larger survey in Shanghai in
order to describe the causes of medical disputes in Shanghai and high-risk factors escalating disputes
more precisely. However, our research methods and �ndings can offer guidance for similar type of
research.
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